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SCIENCE AND THE QUEST FOR GOD 

DR. JULIAN HUXLEY begins one of his Essays of a 
Biologist-published in 1923-with an arresting quota- 
tion from Lord Morley : " The next great task of 
Science is to create a religion for humanity." 

While I do not for a moment think that science alone 
can create a religion, I do believe it is well worth while to - consider the question ' Can science help religion ? ' or 
more explicitly ' Can the scientific method be used to 
re-establish faith when hitherto the advance of science. 
has done so much to undermine it ? ' I want to use 
the opportunity which I have been given in this lecture 
to try to go a little way towards examining this pro- 
position. Nothing to my mind could be more important ^ 

. 
a t  the present time than a clearer understanding of the 
relations between science and religion. As a rule the- 
questions asked take the opposite form to the one just 
suggested : such as ' Has science destroyed the basis 
of religbn ? ' or ' Is materialism justified by the findings 
of science ? ' No one I think ca doubt that the 3 future of our ci~ilization will depen upon what sort 
of answer the majority of people give to these questions. 

- Already a large part of mankind is governed by a policy - 
based upon materialism and has a desire to convert the 
res$ of the world to its point of view. In this rest of ' 

the world we see a larger and larger proportion of think- 
ing people who find it increasingly difficult to-recon- 
cile the findings of science with a faith, in spiritual 
reality. I t  is a puzzled world; so many people still 
feel religion in their hearts but find their minds deciding 
that such yearnings must be the product of a childish 
wishful thinking. 

It is only in the last three hundred and fifty years 
that the outlook of western man has changed; up to 
the beginning of the seventeenth century he was com- 
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8 SCIENCE AND THE QUEST FOR GOD 

fortable in a sure faith in -the spiritual nature of +h* 
-universe. Religion and philosophy were then fir1 
united. I t  is well, as we stand at the mid-point of the 
twentieth century, to loog back; in 1651 Descartes 
had just died a year ago, Galileo had been dead but 
nine years and Newton was a little boy of eight. In 
the brief span of time since Copemicus and Galileo 
shattered the mediaeval dream, orthodox theology has 
received blow after blow from science, and yielded ' 
each time more of her ground to the invader. The earth 

..l is no longer the centre of the universe and man no longer 
a special creation. You will not expect me to sketch, 
even in outline, the history of this main advance of 
science which is familiar to us all; -but I do want to 
take up a little time in discussing the modeh biologicd 
position. I t  is the biologists to-day who are  usual^ 
more materialistic than the physicists. 

The vast majority of thinking people have acceptec 
doctrine that man is  a member of the anima 

gdom---descended from more primitive forms of 
. The fact of evolution cannot be denied; thaw 

have religion in their hearts hope that somehow 
it may be shown to be the mechanism of God's creativt 

When, however, so many of the recent advance! 
ology seem to show the working of the evolut2onaq 
ess to be a mechanism depending entirely upor 
ce, the ordinary man must ask more urgentlj 

hat room does this doctrine of evolution leave f o ~  , 
ith in God. He must further doubt the reality of 
ligion when he hears a number of eminent scientists 

mplying that there is no radical difference between a 
iving -organism and a man-made machine : that 

the difference is just one of degree; not of kind. In the 
first quarter of this century many people yho accepted 
the fact of evolution comforted themselves with the 
belief that most biologists had turned away from the 
doctrine of Darwinism as the main explanation of the 
process and had found other factors than the struggle 
for existence a n d  survival of the fittest to be mare 
important. We not infrequently hear these views. - 
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expressed to-day by those who are out of touch with 
modern developments; the fact is that the majority 
of biologists now regard Darwinism as more firmly 
established than it has ever been before. Because 
there is often a good deal of confusion when the matter 
is discussed, I think it will be well if I very briefly 
explain how it was that Darwin's theory went into 
eclipse but then emerged again with even greater 
brilliance. - 

The essence of the Darwinian doctrine is, of course, 
the principle of natural selection. Animals an8 plants 
tend to vary in all sorts of ways, and some of these 
variations are inherited from one generation to another. 
They reproduce at such a rate that there is intense 
competition for available supplies of food--only a very 
small proportion can survive to maturity. Some 
varieties will be more successful in the struggle for 
life than others; they will tend to survive-to be, as 
Darwin said, selected by nature-and so contribute 
more to posterity. The less efficient forms will tend 
to be eliminated, and consequently appear less often in 
the ancestry of future generations. Towards the end 
of the last century, when man tried to test, 

xperiment, it appeared to fail. I t  had 
animals and plants usually varied in a1 

ording to the laws of chance-in size, colou 
weight, etc.; it was thought that in each 
some of the offspring would by chance be a 
and some a little smaller than their parent 
darker and some lighter in colour, and so on. 
was confidently believed that if we repeated1 
for, say, larger size or depth of colour, we 
able to guide evolution, within the limits of 
working organism, in any direction desired. Was not 
that, they said, just what the stockbreeders had been 
doing ? By the 'nineties of last century biologists had 
persuaded the thinking world, including many leaders 
of the Church, into accepting the generai idea of evolu- 
tion; they were then dumbfounded to find that when 
the simple Darwinian explanation of selection was put 

* < 



I0 SCIRNCE AND THE QUEST FOR GOD 

to the test of experiment, it didn't work. They were 
in a most uncomfortable position. 

There was another reason which made some of the 
more thoughtful biologists at  that time doubt the 
Darwinian doctrine; that was the widely held con- - ception of blending inheritance by which the influence 
of one parent was thought to blend more or less equally 
with that of the other. This made it very difficult to 

, imagine how in fact a new favourdle variation could, 
in nature, ever be successfully selected ; for whenever 
such a new type occurred it would be most unlikely to 
find at hand another of the same new type to mate 
with, so the result at once would be a dilut 
valuable new character by half, then most 
three-quarters and further by seven-eights in 
next two generations. 

Yes-at the beginning of the 
was certainly in eclipse. Some evo 
to the earlier doctrine, of Lamarc 
modified in form by their own S 

that change of habit gives rise 
fulfilment of these new needs 1 
of some parts of the body and 
that the body is thus developed or 
ance with use and disuse, and that su 
modifications are handed on, if only in some S 

degree, to the next generation. Linked with the 
trine of Lamarck were the exciting ideas of Sa 
Butler : the concept of a gradually develo-p 
conscious racial memory handed on from gene 
generation. But another and greater influence 
in 1900 ; Mendel's laws of inheritance, neglected sin 
1865, were rediscovered. 

Mendel had shown that inheritance was p 
His first law states that every animal and plant carries 
two of each kind of a large number of different unit 
hereditary factors--or genes,as we now call them-and 
that when the germ-cells are formed, each such cell 
(e.g. egg or sperm) receives only one of eac 
factor or gene. The fertilization of the egg by th 



riation : those modifications produced by differences 
the environment, such ,as temperature, moisture, 

od supply and so on, which are not inherited-and 
those due to Mendel's genes, which are. The second 

ction to Darwinism was now removed, for 
of the experimental test of selection in the 

turalist selected for were shown, in every animal and 
plant tested, to be governed by Mendelian genes. 

While by 1910 the causes which had cast the shadow 
over Darwinism had actually been removed, it was not 
until the 'thirties ,that it was re-established in its 
former or a greater glory. The discovery of mutation, 
the fact that Mendelian genes may suddenly change 
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I2 SCIENCE AND THE QUEST FOR GOD 

their nature to have a (usually) slightly different effect, 
held the attention of evolutionists ; it was not surprising 
that at  first they thought that natural selection could 
only play an insignificant part, and that the nature and 
direction of the mutation must be theall important factor 
in evolution. It is, of course, impossible to attempt 
in a few words to convey any idea of the vast amount of 
genetical and microscopical work of the last forty years 
which has thrown so much light on the physical basis 
of inheritance. You will all know how Morgan and 
his co-workers in America showed that the mendelian 
genes lie in the thread-like bodies, called chromosomes, 
in the nucleus of each cell and how they are arranged 
in a definite linear order along the threads. The 
chromosomes in turn have been shown to be part of a 
remarkable mechanism which (a) as the cells divide 
during development, reduplicates and distributes the 
sets of genes unaltered to all parts of the body, and (6) 
during the maturing of the germ-cells provides a means 
of b@nging about a maximum re-assortment of the 
genes in the next generation. Our knowledge of the 
influence of the genes on heredity has also undergo 
a profound change. Instead of, as was at first th 
a single gene having an effect upon only one p 
body, say colour of eye or length of fingers, 
that one gene may have an effect upon many 
parts and that these effects may be both stru 
physiological, for example, controlling perhaps 
or low-temperature tolerance or resistance to c 
diseases. We know, in fact, that the form of the 
is governed by the interaction of the whole gene corn: 
plex; that the efects of one gene may be modified in 
the presence of other genes in the system. The gene 
complex is so nicely balanced in relation to the external 
environment that only very rarely can we expect a 
new mutation-a change in a gene-to be an improve- 
ment. For the same reason, only mutations causing 
very small new effects are likely to be successful in 
improving stocks; those which produce sudden 
striking changes in garden plants and domestic 
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animals cannot play a part in natzcral evolution, as was 
thought in the early days of the century; they would be 
too disturbing to the general balance of the whole 
gene complex. All the evidence is in favour oL-the 
process being brought about by the selection of small 
favourable variations. The range in the effects of all 
the possible assortments of the different genes in the 
complex is vast; in an inter-breeding population 
(unless that population is very small) heritable varia- 

of their atoms. 
Modern biology certainly appears to p 

materialistic outlook ; but don't let us be 
it. Traditional theology might indeed be 
free religiouS faith, I am sure, has no 
fully accept the do~trine~of evolution 
it-as far as it goes; but I do not for one moment 
regard it as the final position. My purpose in taking 
up time in sketching that outline was partly to present 
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the modern position, but partly also to show how i 
brief space of fifty years the current ideas of evolution- 
ary mechanism have changed and changed again. No 
one can surely imagine that in 1951, less than a hundred 
years since the publication of Darwin's Origirt of Species, 
we have solved the whole problem. Thousands of 
years of science, if civilization lasts, lie in front of us. 
Who knows what new discovery or idea may modify 
the existing views; there is, in fact, an aspect of 
evolution theory which up to now has received very- 
little attention by most biologists, but which I believe 
may possibly be shown in the future to have marked 
significance. I refer to the idea of organic selection 
put forward independently by Baldwin in America and 
Lloyd Morgan in this country at  the turn of the century. 
Their views could, I think, if re-stated in modern terms, 
be expressed very briefly something like this : gene 
combinations better 
of the animals' habits 
to those gene combinat 
scope to its pattern of be 
back the idea of 
structure-but m t ,  a 
disuse of the body, bu 
selection-an unconscio 
itself rather than selection 
Here we see the possib 
modifying the course of 
repeat an argument I 
biologist would doubt th 
the genetics of man as we do about the genetics of so 
animals, then if mankind decided to control marriag 
by law, he could, by allowing some and prohibiting 
others, gradually, in the course of long periods of time, 
alter the human race. I am not for a moment suggest- 
ing that as something desirable, but merely pointing to 
it as a theoretical possibility : a logical deduction from 
the present position. We see, then, that it is possible 
to conceive of evolution as coming to be directed from 
within the organism itself. This would-in man-be 

1 '. 
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SCIENCE AND THE QUEST FOR GOD 15 

tiveness, purpose, coming into evolution. 
that it is possible to 

the logical development of 
icates that there is more in 

yet been discovered 

consideration lead us 
terial mechanism is 
life in all its aspects, 

ion of artistic genius must also com- 
omething more. No one, of course, 

that up to a point the animal body-man's 
y--can be described in termsof physics and chemistry 

a one-sided abstraction, it can be looked 
as a machine ; but equally no one with a balanced 

aded that a great work of 
g or of music can be the product 

as we a t  present understand the term. 
part of the animal world, then his works 
manifestation of organic activity. 

e defensive against science 
are usually dogmatic ; science 

and dogma cannot go together. Dogma, as used in 
this connectim, means an opinion which cannot be 
revised. A liberal and progressive t+eology need have 
no fear. The summary report of the Commission of 
the General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian 
Churches declares, " We welcome every discovery that 
scientists and others are making even though they 
bring with them new problems, because we are con- 
fident that when these discoveries are fully understood 
they can result only in a deeper sense of awe and 
reverence and gratitude before the great mystery of 
life." I want to suggest, as I indicated at the begin- 
ning, that a progressive theology might not only welcome 
the discoveries that scientists are making, but might 
itself adopt their methods and become part of the 
advancing scientific front. 

The view is commonly expressed that scie 
religion can have nothing to do with one 

- 



16 SCIENCE AND THE QUEST FOR GOD 

I t  is true that at present the essence of religion does lie 
beyond the realm of science. But theology is not 
religion. What is it ? Dictionaries often define it as 
the science of religion. How many people to-day 
really regard that as a true definition, using the term 
science in the modern sense, and not in the old sense of 
simply knowledge ? Strangely enough, I think one of 
the principal reasons preventing theologians regarding 
their subject as a science in the modern sense is due to 
a dogma on the other side : I won't say a dogma 
of science, but one proclaimed or implied by many 
scientists. I t  is a dogma which has been widely 
accepted as a truth beyond scientific circles. I refer 
to the view that physics and chemistry are the whole of 
true science : the view that the branches of knowle 
which deal with living things are partly natu 
history and partly science, and that the only pa 
that can be accepted as true science are those whic 
can be dealt with in terms of physics and chemistry. 
It is true that the last hundred years has seen an 
enormous advance in physiology, which i s  an extension 
of physics and chemistry into the animal body and i s  

a more and more exact knowledge of 
e bodily mechanism. But to suppo 
ave done until comparatively recent 
is the only part of biology which c 

science, and not just natural history, 
sical science is based upon statistic 

he behaviour of electrons, atoms an 
on mechanical laws concerning the 
of larger bodies. There has recently 

at least one branch-ecology it is 
ich is science in its own right just as 
a1 science : it is based upon the 

statistica1 treatment of the behaviour and interactions 
of animals and plants, each considered as living wholes. 
I t  does not deny that the animal body is in part 
working as a machine; on the other hand, it does not 
accept as a dogma the at present unproven hypothesis 
that the organism as a whole is !nothing more than a 
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physico-chemical mechanism. The fact that we do 
not yet know all about their inner nature need not 
prevent us from having a science of organisms ; physics 
and chemistry were considered good science at a time 
when our ideas of the nature of atoms were quite 

I different from what they are now. Ecology is only in 
its infancy; it is only just beginning to adopt the 

r 
I experimental method, but adopting it with brilliant 

success, as the students of animal behaviour are 
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of the world, is as much a part of the natural history of - 
man as is sex, but it is a part of natural history which 
has not yet become the subject of science. I t  would 
not surprise me at all to find that biology is really just 
as closely linked with theology as with physical science. 

There are two ways in which I believe theology migh 
develop as a science. The first is along the lines o 
ecology and behaviour studies. Ecology, as we hav 
just seen, is only just beginning to emerge as a true 
science from a former descriptive natural history; 
inter-relationships in nature which were first recorded 
in qualitative terms are now becoming the subject of 
statistical analysis. From such quantitative studies 
it is hoped in time, step by step, to discover more of the 
laws operating in the world of living things. Cannot 
more be done by a number of trained investigators 
working among different communities to record the 
effects of the working of the religious spirit among men ? 
I t  would perhaps begin by building up a very extensive 
' natural history of religious experience; it should 
study the normal as much, or even more, than the 
abnormal. Lord Elton, broadcasting 
" The Human Need of God ", said 

" Perhaps the most obvious argu 

- tianity is the argument from experience : ' it works '. 
. . . Countless very ordinary Christian citizens have 
been conscious of the overruling of their lives by 
God, or of an overwhelming sense of His presence, 
which, they would tell you, the argument of a man 
who has never known God can no more discredit than 
the argument of a man who has never seen a car 

. 
could persuade a life-long motorist that cars do not 
exist. . . . 1 

Is it not possible to devise a method of investigation 
into the extent of this phenomenon among the popula- 
tion and to train a number of people to take part in 
such a research? Beginnings in this direction have 

1 See the Listener, January 4, 19.51. 
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already been made; such as the survey of popular 
attitudes to religion carried out in a London borough 
by Mass-Observation and published in the book Puzzled 
People (1947). I do not wish to under-rate such very 
interesting pioneer ventures, but surely the matter is of 
such importance that it should be the subject of a much 
more prolonged, extensive and. scientific enquiry. If 
in time of war the safety of our country depended L 

I upon some such research being adequately carried out, , 

it would be done. Is not the safety of our civilization 
at  stake before the advance of materialism ? 
not sufficient people in the country interested 
to support progkssive theology in setting U 
groups to investigate and demonstrate the 
religious experience ? 

I do not wish to disturb or hurt the feelings of 
who have certain fixed convictions, nor to try to CO 
them to a different point of view. I cannot, however, 
help feeling it is likely to be more important for religion 
in the future to have a theology that is founded on the 
-reality of religious experience, than to have one that 
builds its doctrines upon supposed events in the past: 
supposed events which some of the best scholars of 
history are unable to regard as established beyond 
doubt by the rules of evidence accepted in other fields 
of historical research. The fact that men will die for 
their faith in the way of life as taught in the gospel of 
Jesus is, to my mind, a far more substantial foundation 
for a theology than the blind acceptance of the supposed 
bodily re~nrrection of Christ-a supposition which, if 
taken in its literal (i.e. physical) sense, must seem to 
many to be not only a biological impossibility, but 
spiritually unnecessary. 

A scientific theology would, with the help of anthro- 
pologists, trace out the far earlier beginnings of this 
feeling of Divine guidance which shines out in some of 
the Psalms of David as brightly as in later Christian 
writings. I will quote a passage from Head, Heart autd 
Hands in Humaut Evolutiolz by the late Dr. R. R. 
Marett where he is discussing primitive religion. . , 



" The Faith of a Scientist ", published in Faith and 
Freedom, Vol. 11, pafi 2,1949, and also as a separate publication 
by the Lindsey Press. 
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frequently found associated with a devotion to God, 
has merged again and again into the practice of self- 
torture-as in the flagellants of the Middle Ages-a 
practice well known, in the psychology of the abnormal, 
to be a sexual deviation. I t  should not alarm us if it 
is found that in some way the spiritual power of the 
Universe is linked with sex, which is, after all, one of 
the greatest forces in the mechanism of organic evolu- 
tion. If it should be so, it would not be so much the 
worse for the Spirit, but so much the better for sex : 
that thing of love and beauty which has inspired the 
poets and artists, but which, in his weakness, Man has 
so often degraded and made base. There is still so 
much mystery in the Universe lying uncharted before 
us. Biology and psychology are but in their infancy, 
with an almost endless time before them. No one in 
his senses can imagine that their findings up to date are 
the last word. The bringing together of biology, 
psychology and a progressive theology into one scheme 
of activity must bring a new light into tbe darkness. 

I now come to a second way in which I believe 
religion might be helped by research-a branch of 
research which has not been admitted by ma 
called a science. I refer to psychical research. 
already shocked many scientists by suggesting 
presidential address to Section D of the British Ass 
tion in 1949 that biology should take this new b 
of knowledge in all seriousness. I do not doubt that 
in what I say now I will shock some of those on the 
side of religion. 

Many people are inclined to think ,that psychical 
research is essentially connected with spiritualism; 
this, of course, is far from being so. I t  is true that a 
good deal of this research has been concerned with 
investigating the claims of mediums, some fraudulent 
and some genuinely believing themselves to be under 
the control of discarnate personalities. It is not to 
the question of the survival of human personality I 
wish to refer-although, of course, this is a most impor- 
tant issue-but rather to that part of psychical research 

( 

I . "  
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which I believe has now yielded definite proof of the 
existence of what is usually called telepathy : the 
communication of one mind with another by means 
other than through the ordinary senses1 I believ 
that no one who examines the evidence with an unbi 
mind can reject it, particularly the evidence of the 
number of experiments of the last twenty years W 
have been subjected to and have successfully passe 
the statistical tests regarded as decisive in other fields 
of scientific enquiry. In believing this I am glad to 
find I have good support on the theological side; the 
Dean of St. Paul's has recently laid particular stress on 
the importance of these studies in his Maurice Lectures : 
The Problem of Christ ia the Twentieth Centwy.2 In 
introducing the subject he says : 

" I believe that it is foolish not to recognize that 
Psychical Research may have much to teach us 
about our mysterious selves. We should not rule 
out the possibility that the next great advance in 
our knowledge will come in this part of the field. 
Eminent philosophers are now aware of the need to 
take account of the phenomena and their interpre- 
tation ; it seem2 that theologians cannot long remain 
indifferent. . . . The case for telepathy is so strong 
that one is tempted to say that the only way to 
retain disbelief in it is by steadily ignoring the 
evidence." 

I cannot go into the evidence here-but I believe 
there are good reasons for believing that telepathy and 
other allied phenomena cannot be explained in terms 
of present-day physics; radiations, etc.3 I think it 
likely that we are at  last just opening the door to a new 
aspect of the life process--one which will supply part 
at  least of those missing elements, I have referred to, in 

1 I use this definition to cover any type of extra-sensory 
perception, direct or indirect. 

Oxford University Press, 1950. 
a The best sources of evidence are given or referred to +I the 

publications of the Society for Psychical Research. 
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our account of life : opening the door, believe, into 
that part of nature in which religion lies. 

The discovery that individual organisms are somehow 
in psychical connection one with another across space 
is, of course, one of the most revolutionary biological 
discoveries ever made : so revolutionary that few 
biologists until recently have regarded it as even a 
possibility worth investigating. Such a faculty-a 
property as fundamental as gravity between physical 
bodies--can hardly be peculiar to a relatively small 
proportion of one species of animal, Man; surely i 
more likely that only a relatively few individuals 
usually conscious of what is really a general propert 
organisms. 

This discovery, I believe, is going to be of tremendous 
importance to religion. 

I began with Lord Morley's saying taken from Dr. 
Julian Huxley's essay on " Religion and Science ", in 
which he is feeling his way towards the outline of a 
religion based upon scientific ideas ; later Huxley 
enlarged the theme in a very remarkable book, Religion 
without Revelation. It is impossible in a few words to 
give any true idea of its scope ; but, for those who do 
not know it, I feel 1 must give some indication o.f its 
deep religious feeling by the following short quotations : 

" But the essential religious reality, the experience 
-which seeks to embody itself in symbols and to find 
intellectual expression in theologies-what is i t ?  
Is it not the sense of sacredness? And is not this 
sense of sacredness, like the feeling of hunger or the 
emotion of anger or the passion of love, somethin 
irreducible, itself and nothing else, on1 

municated to others who have the same 
as the sensation of colour is incommuni 

md man ? " (p. 41). . . . 
" The only possible solution, saver an inde 

prolongation of the conflict, is for religion to 
the intellectual methods of science to be as v 
theology as everywhere else, while scien 
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the psychological basis of religion as an ultimate 
fact " (p. go). . . . 

" Prayer of this contemplative type is one of the 
central kernels of developed religion. I t  permits the 
bringing before the mind of a world of thought which 
in most people must inevitably be absent during the 
occupations of ordinary life : it allows the deepest 
longings of the soul, driven down below the surface 
by circumstance, to come into action : and it is the 
means by which the mind may fix itself upon this or 
that noble or beautiful or awe-inspiring idea, and so 
grow to it and come to realize it more fully " (p. 70). 

It indeed a book of deep and sacred feeling-yet it 
appears to present a religion which is confined within 
each individual, something developed as be grows and 
something which dies with him. While each person 
may give or receive religious influence, in speech or 
writing to and from others, there is no extending 
relation with a Deity outside the self. To make this 
clear I will quote now from his preface : 

" . . . this question of God or no God, external 
ower or no external Power, non-human absolute 

values against human evolving values-this question 
is fundamental. Until it is settledJSand the idea of 
God relegated to the past with the idea of ritual 

agic and other products of primitive and unscientific 
uman thought, we shall never get the new religion 

we need. . . . Once we have rid ourselves of this 
doctrine of a Divine Power external to ourselves, we 
can get busy with the real task of dealing with our 
inner forces." "r 

I cannot think that such a religion can satisfy those 
who feel that they are in touch with something beyond 
and greater than themselves in the Universe. They may 
perhaps readily understand that their conception of this 
Something Greater as a super-personality may indeed be 
governed psychologically by a childish idea based 
upon a parent-child relationship; this, however, need 
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not destroy their conviction of the reality of their , 
contact with some deep spiritual element beyond them- 
selves. To them this revelation must be the essence of 
real religion. Z 

This is where I think psychical research may be so 
important. I t  looks to me as if it may in time give 
back to man a reasonable faith in communication with 

by earlier theology. I t  
indicated by extra-sens 

l 
l 



in prayer? Might not many find that it worked? 
Might it not generate a new experimental faith ? 

It is just fifty years ago that William James delivered 
his celebratedA Gifford Lectures on The Varieties of 
Religious Expwience ; here indeed is a pioneer natural 
history of this subject. In a postscript to the published 
lectures he briefly explains his philosophical position. 
After explaining that he cannotaccept either popular 
Ghristianity or scholastic theism, he goes on to express 
his belief that communion with the ' Ideal ' (or God) 
brings into the world ' a new force ' which' alters events 
in it '. It is particularly illuminating to see how he 

this comes about ; he writes (p. 523) as follows : 
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conclusion which Dr. Marett drew in his 
primitive religion and which I have already qu 
will repeat one phrase of it-" the inward as 
that he (the savage) is in touch with sources and 
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_ Our present civilization was founded in the d 
sure faith in God and a belief in the import 
spiritual values:- to-day only to a minority is 
living reality. We are, as Lord Elton said-recent1 
" for the present living on our spiritual capital 
Those who are concerned lest our civilization will change 
its nature under the influence of a materialistic philo- 
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